Pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics and safety profiling of IS01957, a preclinical candidate possessing dual activity against inflammation and nociception.
In spite of unprecedented advances in modern systems of medicine, there is necessity for exploration of traditional plant based secondary metabolites or their semisynthetic derivatives which may results in better therapeutic activity, low toxicity and favourable pharmacokinetics. In this context, computational model based predictions aid medicinal chemists in rational development of new chemical entity having unfavourable pharmacokinetic properties which is a major hurdle for its further development as a drug molecule. Para-coumaric acid (p-CA) and its derivatives found to be have promising antiinflammatory and analgesic activity. IS01957, a p-CA derivative has been identified as dual acting molecule against inflammation and nociception. Therefore, objective of the present study was to investigate pharmacokinetics, efficacy and safety profile based on in-silico, in-vitro and in-vivo model to assess drug likeliness. In the present study, it has excellent pharmacological action in different animal models for inflammation and nociception. Virtual pharmacokinetics related properties of IS01957 have resemblance between envision and experimentation with a few deviations. It has also acceptable safety pharmacological profile in various animal models for central nervous system (CNS), gastro intestinal tract (GIT)/digestive system and cardiovascular system (CVS). Finally, further development of IS01957 is required based on its attractive preclinical profiles.